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NEW TECHNOLOGY CAN DISRUPT ESTABLISHED
industries, vastly improving consumer welfare.
It can also disrupt policy, vastly improving governance. The advent of ridesharing platforms like
Uber and Lyft has prompted regulators everywhere
to rethink their approach to the vehicle-for-hire
industry. Taxi companies and drivers have called
for a level playing field where they can compete on
equal footing with ridesharing drivers. The evidence suggests that the best means to provide parity
lies in extensive taxi deregulation.
In this policy brief, we provide a framework to
help policymakers understand the harms of anticompetitive taxi regulations. We organize the discussion around regulations that act as barriers to entry,
control prices, and mandate certain business practices. We briefly address the original rationale for
taxi regulation—the belief that it was necessary to
correct for ruinous competition or for market failures
such as asymmetric information—and explain why
this rationale is obsolete. We then discuss the unintended consequences of regulation, focusing on the
tendency for regulations to benefit incumbent firms
at the expense of consumers and would-be competitors. We conclude with a roadmap for regulatory
reform that includes specific steps for reform as well
as guiding principles for sound regulation.
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Our recent paper, “Rethinking Taxi Regulations:
The Case for Fundamental Reform,” describes the
excessively burdensome regulations that taxis face
and the outdated rationale for regulation.1 The paper
includes a case study of Washington, DC—one of the
least-regulated taxi markets in the country2—showing that even relatively light regulatory requirements
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can increase the cost of starting a taxi company by
approximately $2,650.
Anticompetitive taxi regulations can be grouped
into three categories: barriers to entry, price controls, and mandated business practices. These are
explained in detail below.
Barriers to Entry
The most obvious barriers to entry are government
mandated restrictions on whether a company may
offer goods or services, like the franchise requirement for taxi companies in Austin, Las Vegas, and
Los Angeles. 3 Limitations on the number of taxicabs allowed to offer service are another barrier to
entry, such as the taxi medallion systems in Boston,
Chicago, Miami, New York City, Philadelphia, and
many other cities.4 Slightly less obvious barriers to
entry include requirements that new entrants to the
market pay large permit fees, use specific equipment,
or comply with onerous regulatory procedures.
Barriers to entry harm consumer welfare by limiting the quantity of vehicles for hire and the number
of firms competing to serve customers. Such anticompetitive regulations create monopoly-like power
for the privileged companies. The corresponding
restriction of supply means that prices may be higher
or the quality of goods and services may be lower
compared to a market characterized by entrepreneurial free entry.5
Price Controls
Price controls are stipulations on the maximum
or minimum price or mandates on the exact price
that a firm may charge customers. Conversely, price
controls can be understood as limits on the amount
that customers are allowed to pay for the service.
Although it may not seem that customers would want
to pay more, someone who is late for a job interview
or about to go into labor might appreciate having the
option to pay a premium for immediate service.
Prices are a frequently misunderstood but critical
element of a market economy and the free enterprise
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system. Prices inherently communicate to buyers and
sellers the scarcity and relative value of a good or
service—rising prices signal higher demand or lower
supply to potential suppliers and consumers.6
In the short run, higher prices cause consumers
to economize on their consumption of now-scarcer
goods and services, meaning that these products are
available for those who highly value them (such as
those with an urgent need for a ride). Higher prices
also encourage more suppliers to offer their services,
eventually driving prices back down.
In the long run, price changes help keep industries
competitive. If, for example, a market has only a few
firms and prices rise, this will motivate new producers
to enter the industry and to increase supply through
more efficient production and innovation.7 As more
firms enter, greater competition between companies
leads to higher-quality products or lower prices.8
The dynamism of prices is therefore a powerful
balancing force in a market economy. When price
fluctuations are restricted, as in the case of mandated
taxi and limousine fares, the result can be surpluses
or shortages of service that lead to wasteful production or insufficient business investment.9
Mandated Business Practices
A mandated business practice is any way in which
a regulation restricts producers’ choices in how to
provide goods and services. When regulations stipulate or restrict the means by which businesses may
serve customers, the possibility of any innovation in
that restricted area—and the associated potential for
economic development—is lost.
Mandated business practices can anchor companies into increasingly inefficient production
technologies or lock in archaic business models.10
Stagnant companies then waste resources or offer
lower-quality goods and services than could otherwise be possible. At the same time, such regulations
make companies ripe for disruption by competitors
that can offer a substitute product, as in the case of
taxicabs facing competition from ridesharing platforms within the vehicle-for-hire industry.11
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Policymakers should pass legislation that sets an ambitious goal of eliminating regulations that are anticompetitive, raise substantial barriers to entry, privilege incumbent businesses, or discriminate against certain business models.

PRIOR RATIONALE FOR REGULATION
Most taxi regulations emerged from the era surrounding the Great Depression, when a prevalent—
and misinformed—policy mindset emphasized the
importance of government protection against “ruinous competition,” which motivated policymakers to
control prices and restrict supply.12
Some researchers have justified regulators’
intervention in the taxi industry by citing potential
problems of monopoly power, asymmetric information, and externalities.13 “Asymmetric information”
is a form of market failure in which buyers cannot
access relevant information regarding the quality of
goods or services offered by sellers. The result is a
reduction in trade because buyers cannot distinguish
high-quality products from low-quality products. An
“externality” is a side effect of production whose cost
is borne by an external party, like traffic congestion
or pollution.
However, a historical investigation by the Federal
Trade Commission shows that such regulations were
actually put into place to protect privileged companies from competition:
The discussions of the early 1930s emphasize that
the motivation behind the regulations was “to
drive many cut-throat cabs, operating without
authority, from the streets” and to enable the
organized cab fleets and transit companies to
increase their profits. Restriction of entry was
not motivated by a concern for congestion or pollution externalities.14
Because modern taxi regulations are in most cases
the direct descendants of these anticompetitive laws,
they warrant reconsideration.

CONSEQUENCES OF ANTICOMPETITIVE TAXI
REGULATION
In the case of taxicabs, regulations that inhibit competition can contribute to
•

Higher prices (in taxi markets where fares
are not regulated),

•

Poor service quality (rude drivers; old, dirty,
or unsafe cabs; long waits; and no-shows),

•

Areas without service,

•

Decreased public safety (lack of service
leading potential passengers to drive while
intoxicated or leaving them unable to escape
a dangerous situation),

•

Inefficient use of existing resources, and

•

Failure to innovate or create new services
that customers would find valuable.

Public officials should also bear in mind the specter of unintended consequences that often hangs over
regulatory intervention. This can occur even if regulators attempt to analyze the effects their actions
will have. This is because the dynamism of human
interactions and the alertness of entrepreneurial individuals to regulatory flaws can lead to completely
unforeseen business models. In the end, the resulting
“government failure”15 can be worse than the “market failure” it ostensibly corrects. As the economist
Richard Coffman wrote,
It is not sensible to advocate [for] government regulation simply because an unregulated industry
fails to operate as a perfectly competitive industry
should. Regulation may also operate imperfectly,
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and perhaps create an even larger welfare loss
than would have been suffered in the absence of
regulation.16
A good example of unintended consequences is
the mandate that all taxicabs must have a uniform
paint scheme. Mandating a uniform paint scheme
is akin to requiring every candy bar to be sold in an
identical wrapper. Since customers would not know
what kind of candy bar they had bought until opening
it, candy bar producers would lose the incentive to
produce high-quality products, creating a race to the
bottom in quality.17 Inhibiting differentiation actually
increases the asymmetric information problem, just
as Nobel laureate George Akerlof predicted.18
Regulatory Capture
Policymakers should also keep in mind the potential for regulatory capture19—the counterintuitive
result that regulations often end up serving the
interests of the regulated companies. Regulatory
capture does not necessarily involve malicious decisions made by corrupt officials. Often it can simply
be the result of the disproportionate interaction
regulators have with the regulated industries, while
consumers and the public can accidentally become
passed-over constituencies.
Importantly, regulatory capture should be understood as a potential, sometimes unintentional, cost of
the decision to regulate. Companies or special interest
groups cannot co-opt governmental authority if regulatory intervention does not occur in the first place.
NEW TECHNOLOGY OFFERS NEW OPPORTUNITY
Modern technological innovations, like the Internet
and smartphones, allow better communication
between buyers and sellers and better identification
of the quality of goods and services.20 These changes
have radically reduced the degree of asymmetric
information in most markets, including transportation services. This means ridesharing is not only disrupting the taxi industry, but it is also diminishing
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the economic rationale for taxi regulation. 21 As a
result, policymakers should question the need to
maintain existing regulatory structures.
REGULATORY REFORM
We propose a three-step process that should guide
regulatory reform in general but is especially relevant to the taxi industry, given the breadth and depth
of the regulatory restrictions it faces.
Step 1
First, policymakers should pass legislation that sets
an ambitious goal of eliminating regulations that are
anticompetitive, raise substantial barriers to entry,
privilege incumbent businesses, or discriminate
against certain business models.
Step 2
Second, policymakers should establish an independent commission charged with examining the jurisdiction’s regulations.22 The commission’s first task
should be to identify the barriers to entry associated
with regulation (fees, exams, required training, educational requirements, forms to be filled out, technologies to be acquired, and any other conditions that
must be met). The commission should not be dominated by members of the taxi or ridesharing industry,23 should include consumer representatives, and
should include third-party experts, such as academics, who have no financial stake in the industry being
regulated. Furthermore, the commission should be
guided by a set of guidelines for evaluating regulations. These are summarized in table 1. It is critical
that policymakers start from a blank slate and define
the nature of the problem that a proposed policy
aims to address. The long history of anticompetitive taxi regulations and the dubious circumstances
under which they were initially created suggest that
extensive changes to these rules are appropriate. It
is also important that policymakers identify multiple options to address any perceived problems and
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remember that deregulation can expand competition
and ensure that entrepreneurs face a strong incentive
to innovate to solve market imperfections.
Policymakers should take care to avoid creating
rules that could soon be obsolete, or worse, which
might preclude market-enhancing innovations. In
the same way, extensive—or complete—deregulation
is worth explicitly considering to allow entrepreneurs
the room to more accurately address specific customer needs, especially in niche markets that serve
poor, elderly, or disabled persons. Policymakers
should define both the benefits and the costs of regulation; protection of incumbent firms should not
count as a benefit, given that these protections come
at the expense of consumers, taxpayers, and would-be
competitors. Whenever possible, policymakers should
develop objective measures of benefits and costs. But
when that is not possible, they should acknowledge
subjective assessments.

neighborhoods—exactly the areas of cities that might
need taxi service the most. The advent of ridesharing
services, however, has resulted in an increase in the
amount of transportation services offered to poorer
neighborhoods.26 In the same way, several ridesharing
firms have emerged to provide specialty services in
niche markets for elderly persons or for women and
children.27 In short, increased competition (coupled
with ridesharing platform firms’ improved safety features for drivers and passengers) has spontaneously
led to the exact outcome that taxi regulators had previously tried to accomplish by government mandate.

Step 3
Finally, the independent commission should be
charged with setting a comprehensive path toward
creating an open and level regulatory environment
with as few restrictions on entry, price, and business
models as possible.
CONCLUSION
For decades the taxi industry has been a literal
textbook example24 of the perils of overregulation.
The results argue that broad and total deregulation
is warranted, especially given the ability of modern technologies to solve the asymmetric information problem. Importantly, any regulations that do
remain must focus on the desired outcomes—rather
than mandate the particular means to achieve those
outcomes—to allow entrepreneurs the room to innovate and find the best and least costly solutions.
Deregulation can offer unforeseen benefits. 25
The limit on taxi licenses and restrictions on pricing and business practices have been at least partially
responsible for a lack of taxi service in impoverished
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Table 1. Guidelines for Privilege-Free Regulatory Rulemaking
START WITH
A BLANK
SLATE

Policymakers should approach their task using a fresh perspective, asking themselves: “If I were to design
regulations today, what would they look like?”

DEFINE THE
NATURE OF
THE PROBLEM

Begin by identifying a systemic market failure that the regulation aims to address. This step requires the
policymaker to clearly explain how the normal process of market competition is not working and assess the
factual basis for this market failure. The desire to simply improve a product or service falls far short of justifying
regulatory intervention.

IDENTIFY
ALTERNATIVE
SOLUTIONS

If a systemic market failure has been identified, the next step is to develop reasonable ways to address it. The
list of options should include reducing existing regulations and doing nothing. These options are important to
consider because the current set of public policies might be contributing to failure (e.g., through regulatory
capture). Ultimately, there may be no need for regulatory intervention if other approaches resolve the problem
more effectively than regulation (especially if there is an entrepreneurial incentive to solve the problem
privately).

DEFINE THE
EXPECTED
COSTS
OF EACH
ALTERNATIVE

Every available option will require tradeoffs of some sort, and regulators must identify the expected costs—
both monetary and nonmonetary—associated with each. Regulators should also explicitly recognize the
potential for unintended consequences of regulation (such as regulatory capture) and attempt to include these
difficult-to-quantify unknowns in their qualitative analyses.

DEFINE THE
EXPECTED
BENEFITS
OF EACH
ALTERNATIVE

The benefits of each alternative need to be identified, defined, and quantified as much as possible. Importantly,
maintaining the profitability or continued existence of established firms should not be counted as a benefit
of regulation. Such artificial protections of industry come at the expense of consumers, taxpayers, would-be
competitors, and future economic growth.

COMPARE
BENEFITS
AND COSTS

Once the benefits and costs of each alternative have been identified, defined, and quantified, the tradeoffs of
regulation can be systematically and transparently evaluated. In cases where the benefits and costs cannot
be accurately quantified, the subjective nature of these tradeoffs should be explicitly acknowledged and
discussed.
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